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Planning, Heritage and Economic Development Standing Committee 

Meeting Held February 13, 2017 

 
 
Windsor Star Building, 167-181 Ferry Street- Request for Heritage Designation 
(Ward 3) 
 
Moved by: Councillor Kusmierczyk 
Seconded by: Councillor Sleiman 
 
Decision Number: PHED 431 
THAT the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to publish a Notice of Intention to Designate the 
Windsor Star Building, at 167-181 Ferry Street, in accordance with Part IV of the 
Ontario Heritage Act for the reasons attached in Appendix ‘A’.. 
Carried. 
 

 Report No.: S 5/2017 
Clerk’s File No: MBA/12748 

(Administrative Report Attached which was 
previously distributed as part of the 

Standing Committee Agenda) 
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Planning & Building Services 

 
MISSION STATEMENT 
“Our City is built on relationships – between citizens and their government, businesses and public institutions, city 
and region – all interconnected, mutually supportive, and focused on the brightest future we can create together” 
 

REPORT #: S 5/2017 Report Date: 1/5/2017 

Author’s Contact: 
Kristina Tang, Planner II-Revitalization 
& Policy Initiatives 
519 255 6543 ext. 6435 
ktang@citywindsor.ca  
John R. Calhoun, Heritage Planner 
519 255 6543 ext. 6179 
jcalhoun@citywindsor.ca  

Date to Council: 2/13/2017 

Clerk’s File #: MBA/12748 

 

 
To:  Mayor and Members of City Council 
 
Subject:  Windsor Star Building, 167-181 Ferry Street- Request for Heritage 

Designation (Ward 3) 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to publish a Notice of Intention to Designate the 
Windsor Star Building, at 167-181 Ferry Street, in accordance with Part IV of the 
Ontario Heritage Act for the reasons attached in Appendix ‘A’. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  N/A 

 

 
Front entrance of the North Building 
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Current view of the south building/structure.  

 

BACKGROUND: 
 
The Windsor Star Buildings, located at 167-181 Ferry Street, were listed on the Windsor 
Municipal Heritage Register in 2007 and 2008. 
 
The University of Windsor acquired the properties from The Windsor Star in 2012 as 
part of its vision to expand a downtown campus. In 2012 the owners of the property 
requested partial demolition of the north and south buildings; this was granted with the 
condition that the owner request heritage designation of the properties.   
 

DISCUSSION: 
 
Proposal: 
 
The request is to designate this property individually, under provisions of Part IV of the 
Ontario Heritage Act regarding municipal designation.  The designation would include 
the corner building at 167 Ferry Street and the remaining façade of 181 Ferry Street. 
 

Legal provisions: 
 
Part IV, Section 27 of the Ontario Heritage Act provides for designation of “property 
situated in the municipality that is of cultural heritage value or interest”.  The Act 
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(27.(1.1)(c)) includes the requirement for “a statement explaining the cultural heritage 
value or interest of the property and a description of the heritage attributes of the 
property”.  Also, there are provisions for a municipal heritage committee to be consulted 
about a designation before the council makes a decision on it. 
 
Ontario Regulation 9/06 provides criteria for designation under the Ontario Heritage Act.  
Part 1.(2) of the regulation is underlined for emphasis: 
 
“A property may be designated under section 29 of the Act if it meets one or more of the 
following criteria for determining whether it is of cultural heritage value or interest: 
 

1. The property has design value or physical value because it, 
i. is a rare, unique, representative or early example of a style, type, expression, 

material or construction method, 
ii. displays a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit, or 
iii. demonstrates a high degree of technical or scientific achievement. 
 

2. The property has historical value or associative value because it, 
i. has direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity, 

organization or institution that is significant to a community, 
ii. yields, or has the potential to yield, information that contributes to an 

understanding of a community or culture, or 
iii. demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder, 

designer or theorist who is significant to a community. 
 

3. The property has contextual value because it, 
i. is important in defining, maintaining or supporting the character of an area, 
ii. is physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its surroundings, or 
iii. is a landmark.” 

 
Designation requires consideration from Council in two steps:  The Notice of Intention to 
Designate (current step), which provides direction for the City Clerk to give notice to the 
owner, a newspaper and others of Council’s intent to initiate the heritage designation.  
After thirty days, and if there is no objection, the Council may pass a by-law to 
designate the property in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act. 
 
The Windsor Star Building meets more than one of the criteria for designation listed 
above. 
 
Architectural Considerations: 
 
The Windsor Star Buildings listed on the Windsor Municipal Heritage Register consists 
of a north building and a south structure. The owner conducted major rehabilitation of 
the property in 2013-2015, including reconstructing the entire interior of the north 
building while leaving the exterior north and east facades. The south structure was 
originally a building but was granted demolition save for the east wall which is what 
remains of the south structure. These building/structures were originally constructed at 
different times and in different architectural styles.  
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North Building 
 

 
Photo of the north building when it was first opened in 1927 (Source: Border Cities Star) 

 
The north building was constructed in 1927 in the Beaux-Arts style, which was the 
dominant architecture style in the early decades of the twentieth century for public and 
commercial buildings.1 Beaux-Arts style expressed a grand and monumental design 
through its massing, and heavy use of masonry. The building features common 
elements of the Beaux-Arts style through its rich classical detailing in columns, 
pediments and entablatures etc. and elaborate decorated surfaces.  
 

                                            
1
 Ricketts, S., Maitland, L. & Hucker, J. A Guide to Canadian Architectural Styles-Second Edition. University of 

Toronto Press: 2011. 
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Photos of architectural detailing on the north building 

 
The north limestone building is symmetrical in its design on the east elevation and it 
appears to be almost similar in massing on its north and east sides. The front entrance 
on the east is surrounded by an ornate limestone carved pediment. Massive two storey 
carved stone arches with squared/rectangular column topped by ornate carved capitals 
with floral design is repeated. Also repeated are the varieties of ornate floral bas relief 
stone pieces above the columns in the form of a medallion on the second floor, and the 
rectangular panels on the third floor. The recessed arch windows are designed with 
copper covered millions, copper panel and steel sash.  The top of the building is lined 
by ornate entablature and carved stone balustrade, whereas the bottom of the building 
is anchored by continuous polished granite base.  

 
The original front door was similarly ornate and was made of oak with plated glass and 
a bronze grill lintel, which had been replaced over the years. The west section of the 
north elevation was modified in the 1950s with the conversion of the original loading bay 
and man door on the ground floor, into evenly spaced windows on the first floor and 
additional one window on the second so that there are four windows on each floor in 
this wall section.  For many years as well, a large illuminated sign with “The Star” was 
installed on top of the north building.  
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Current view of north elevation of north building 
 
The interior of the north building also had a high craftsmanship and value of Beaux-Arts 
design with marbled columns and panels, continuous ornamental suspended ceiling, 
and bronze, creating sense of grandeur and opulence. However, following the major 
rehabilitation renovations, the north building now has a new glass and brick structure 
behind the limestone facade that provides space for an academic campus building. This 
includes a glass addition on the fourth storey set back far behind the balustrades.  
 
South Structure- the Annex 
 

 
Photo of The Star Annex (Source: Border Cities Star, June 18, 1927)  
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The south portion of the property was originally constructed in 1914 as a red brick 
building with a flat roof, in the Early Twentieth Century Commercial style typical of its 
time. This architectural style was popularly adapted to a variety of building types. 
Buildings in this style have a plain, flat appearance, and commonly feature patterned 
masonry walls, shaped parapet rooflines, projected cornice, groups of large rectangular 
windows, and accent insets of tile, concrete, limestone or terra cotta materials.2   The 
architect responsible for its design is unknown. The three storey building with high 
basement had five-bays on the front elevation and the front entrance was located on the 
second bay from the south. It originally had double-hung window sash in groups of 
threes, key stone and voussoir, and entrance with classical detailing. Wooden cornice 
moulding with corbels were removed then later reconstructed by the University. A 
variety of brickwork was used in the building, and there was stone banding above the 
third floor windows and below the first floor windows, as well as stone sills beneath each 
window of which the window openings were accented by square stone insets on its 
corners. Several pilasters line the building and have stone tops and bottoms. The 
vestibule behind the front entryway led to a stairway to the second floor of the building. 
The door is framed by a stone corniced flat-roof entablature, above which was a 
balcony and brick voussoir arch with keystone reaching half of the second floor window 
height. Decorative tiles complete the remaining second floor bay.   
 

  
South structure entryway (left) and interior courtyard space (left).  

 
The south structure has largely been reconstructed with the arched entryway portion 
being the only original construction that was left in place.  Other parts of the facade 
were original materials that were removed and reconstructed in their same locations. 

                                            
2
 Francis R. Kowsky. “Early Twentieth Century Commercial style (1900-1930)”. Buffalo as an Architectural Museum. 

Accessed on January 25, 2017 from http://www.buffaloah.com/a/archsty/20/20.html 
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Some of the original stones were replaced which were in poor condition, and all of the 
brick except for the entry arch was replaced with new material of a close match. The 
reconstruction was based on the original appearance of the facade. Previous window 
and door openings have been replaced with metal framing mimicking the original 
window division pattern that allows views into the interior, which is now a courtyard 
space.  
 
Historical or Associative Considerations:  
 
History of the Lands 
The subject lands are located in the downtown core of Windsor. This area originally had 
First Nation settlements, then the lands were used as French Farm lots in the late 
1700s to early 1800s. Windsor began as a hamlet with two ferry dock businesses in the 
1830s, one located on Ferry Street. However, with its strategic location along trade 
routes and economic opportunities to serve markets across the Canadian border, 
Windsor’s population grew and attracted immigrants from Britain, the States, and 
African-Americans seeking freedom from slavery. 3 
 
The subject lands were part of an early subdivision in the downtown core area. In 1853, 
lots were subdivided and shown in Registered Plan (RP) 120 with five north-south 
streets including Ferry Street and four east-west streets including Pitt Street.  As early 
as the mid 1800s, a Methodist Church – the first protestant church in the community - 
was located at the northwest corner of Ferry Street and Chatham Street, where the 
south Windsor Star Annex building was later located.4 The building was known as 
Lambie’s Hall and from 1894, served as Windsor’s first free library. The space for library 
use became inadequate and by 1903, moved to a new Carnegie library location at 
Victoria Avenue and Park Street.5 
 

 
Windsor, 1885 Insurance Plan, Sheet 4 featuring Block 51A the lands in which the subject property 
was located (right end) which was then the Lambie’s Hall. Block 49, which was north of Sandwich 
Street off Old Ferry Street (left end) was the old location of the “The Evening Record” - the 
predecessor of the Windsor Star.  [east is up] 

 
According to Land Registry Office Records, Frederick Dresch bought Lot 14 of RP 120 
in 1903. In a 1913 publication by The Evening Record, several business and employers 
in the town of Windsor were listed and advertised. One was that of the Fred Dresch & 
Son company, which was a businesses that did sheet metal work, roofing, heating, 

                                            
3
 Kulisek, Larry & Price, Trevor. Windsor 1892-1992- A Centennial Celebration. Chamber Publications, 1992.  

4
 Windsor Star. “WPL First Library.jpg”. Accessed November 30, 2016. http://windsorstar.com/wpl-first-library-jpg 

5
 Windsor Public Library. “WPL History”. Accessed November 30, 2016. 

http://www.windsorpubliclibrary.com/?page_id=12395 
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repairing and tin-smith work. They were also agents for a popular furnace model.6 
Throughout the years, Fred Dresch & Son advertised their business location at the 
former library building at 17 Ferry Street frequently in the Windsor Evening Record 
newspaper. There were other also other uses on the subject lands. A laundry was 
opened within the Fred Dresch & Son building from 1909.7 It is likely that the Annex red 
brick building was constructed between 1913-1914 as there were little or no records of 
business advertised in the papers for the property. Beginning from 1914 when the 
construction was completed, 17 Ferry Street was advertised as the Frederick 
Apartments and Cafe, offering meals and accommodation with weekly rates.8 There 
were no records found for the tenants who lived in the apartment building and by 1920, 
Frederick Dresch wished to retire from his business life and advertised to sell his 
apartment building.9 
 
History of the Newspaper 
The Windsor Star as currently known has a long history of publication. Its origins can be 
traced to 1860. At that time, there were two local papers in Sandwich, “The Maple Leaf” 
and “The Herald”. The plant for the former publication was bought by P.G. Laurie who 
moved it to Windsor as “The Record”.6 From Laurie, it was sold to Alexander Cameron 
then Stephen Lusted who helped it to become the top weekly publication in Essex 
County. The newspaper business changed ownership several more times before 
Archibald McNee bought the business in 1889, and partnered with John A. McKay to 
establish the daily “The Evening Record” publication in 1890. The Evening Record had 
its premises in the Leys Block at the northwest corner of Sandwich Street and Old Ferry 
Street. In 1918, McKay sold the business to W.F. Herman. At that time the paper’s 
circulated to 10,000 people. In a bid to expand circulation to surrounding municipalities 
such as Walkerville, Ford City, Sandwich and Ojibway, Herman renamed the paper to 
“The Border Cities Star” in 1918. Circulation grew and the business needed more space 
to expand.10  
 
In 1922, the company bought the Frederick Dresch apartment building11 and moved in 
1923.10 The corner of Ferry and Pitt next to the apartment was a vacant well-maintained 
and landscaped lawn. As circulation boomed quickly to 30,000, the company decided to 
build a new headquarters on the empty lawn space.  
 

                                            
6
 H.W. Gardner. Windsor, Ontario 1913 Canada, including Walkerville, Ford, Sandwich and Ojibway.  The Evening 

Record, 1913. 
7
 Windsor Evening Record. Advertisement: Long Wing Laundry. May 3, 1909, p.4.  

8
 Windsor Evening Record. Advertisement: Frederick Apartments and Cafe. September 15, 1914, p.8.  

9
 The Border Cities Star. Advertisement: Sale of Frederick Apartment Building. May 13, 1920, p16.  

10
 Chris Thompson. “Chronicles: Downtown always home base”. The Windsor Star. December 2012, p12. 

11
 Land Registry Office. Windsor, Registered Plan 120 Lot 14.  
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City of Windsor, 1924 Insurance Plan, Sheet 4 featuring Block 51A. The Border Cities Star printing 
office depicted on this Block.  [east is up] 

 
On June 17, 1927, the Border Cities Star opened its limestone building next to the Star 
Annex building. The newspaper moved its offices to the new building, and leased the 
older Annex building out to short term tenants such as the post office and American 
Consulate.10 However, the newspaper eventually reoccupied the older building with its 
heavy-duty business operations such as engraving, printing and photography.12  
 
After the border cities amalgamated into the City of Windsor in 1935, the newspaper 
was renamed “The Windsor Daily Star” in 1935, then to the current name “The Windsor 
Star” in 1959. Through the years, as the business continued to expand, there were 
building additions made in 1955, further west to the limestone building was an addition 
of 1961, and major renovations were also conducted in 1969-1970 and 1976.10 In 1996 
“The Windsor Star” opened a new printing facility off E.C. Row. As the industry evolved, 
the Pitt/Ferry Location became too large of a facility for staff. By 2011, the newspaper 
was moving its headquarters to the former Palace Theatres at 300 Ouellette Avenue 
and selling their long-time Ferry property to the University of Windsor.10 
 

                                            
12

 Underwriters’ Survey Bureau, Limited. Insurance Plan of the City of Windsor. 1920 and 1937.  
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City of Windsor, 1937 Insurance Plan, Vol 1, Sheet 4 featuring Block 51A. The Windsor Daily Star 
now expanded with the limestone building at 167 Ferry Street, used for office, editorial, 
composing rooms and press room. The older brick building was used for job prints, engraving 
and photography.  [east is up] 

 

Influential Windsor Star Owner 
One of the most influential owners of the newspaper was W.F Herman (1870s-1938). 
Born in Nova Scotia, Herman also had experience in the newspaper business in 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, Boston and Saskatoon. He was an editor, journalist, and 
publisher. Herman moved to Windsor and purchased the Windsor Record in 1918 and 
renamed it The Border Cities Star. He was also leading the company when it expanded 
from the Annex to the Beaux-Art north building, and was responsible for the changing 
the name of the newspaper again to Windsor Daily Star after the 1935 amalgamation. 
During his lifetime, Herman was greatly involved in promoting education and it was in 
recognition of this interest in education and learning that in 1958 the Windsor Board of 
Education named the W.F. Herman high school after him.13 
 
Role of Newspaper in the Growth of the Windsor Community 
The newspaper has played an important role in the development of Windsor. It was not 
only a way for people to keep up to date with global and local news, but was also a 
communication tool for local businesses and organizations in all the border cities. Back 
in 1918, Herman announced to readers that the newspaper’s office would always be 
unlocked welcoming the latest news sources. He also invested in the expensive new 
technology of its day - the teletype - which connected Windsor Star to other top news 
wires from the States.14 
 
The Windsor Star has tremendous influence in Windsor through all the major events 
and happenings ranging in everything from the amalgamation, to political elections, 

                                            
13

 Windsor Public Library. “W.F.Herman”. Accessed on Dec 2, 2016 
http://www.windsorpubliclibrary.com/?page_id=15651 
14

 Chris Vander Doelen. “Public Opinion spanning 3 centuries”. The Windsor Star. December 2012 H2. 
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departure of police chiefs, and local economics.15 During the Prohibition Era, a Windsor 
Star photographer was even kidnapped because he was part of the Windsor Star team 
campaigning against the negative effects of rum-running operations in the City. Another 
evidence of its influence is the amalgamation of the Border Cities, which Windsor Star 
owner W.F. Herman was strongly supportive of and campaigned for its support in 
numerous Windsor Star articles. Although much of the Walkerville community was not in 
favour of the amalgamation, it was reported that due to the friendship between Herman 
and Walkerville’s Mayor Russell Farrow, Farrow became convinced to also support the 
amalgamation of the Border Cities. Windsor Star coverage to the community was 
especially crucial during the war time in 1940s when people bought the papers several 
times per day to find out the latest news from the battle fronts.14 The Star would publish 
several editions per day and eventually five or more editions to meet the demands for 
news. Readers were also interested in the public opinion news debate provided in the 
columns by the publisher, staff writers, elected officials and which has evolved from 
letters by citizens to commentary by readers online. 
 
Architect 
The north building was designed by architect Albert Harold McPhail (1888-1961), 
who was a prominent local architect who originated from Northern Ontario. He 
apprenticed and worked in Sault Ste. Marie and across that border in Michigan, as 
well as a partnership with Stewart B. Moran in Haileybury, Ont., before moving to 
Windsor through the encouragement of prominent Windsor businessman C.H. 
Smith. In Windsor, he collaborated with Irving Walker between 1915 and 1919, then 
started he own practice in 1919.16 His early works focused on Collegiate Gothic 
styles with symmetrical and brick and stone detailing. His later works in the 1920s 
adopted more progressive modernist architectural styles.17 A number of McPhail’s 
works are recognized on the Windsor Municipal Heritage Register, including 
designated works the Canada Building and Edith Cavell School, and listed buildings 
Prince Edward School, Riverside Brewery, Victoria School and J.E. Benson School.  
 
Contextual Considerations: 
 
Historic Remnant of Windsor’s Downtown 
Along with other Border Cities, Windsor experienced unprecedented growth in the early 
decades of the twentieth century up to 1930, where the Border City population had 
increased by nearly tenfold.3 The downtown was a thriving mixture of office, commercial 
retail, services, hotels, places of entertainment, and community uses.12 The majority of 
the non-residential buildings were constructed of brick built to the property line.  
 
During the 1920s, the Ferry Street block between Pitt and Chatham Street was an area 
with a number of stores and businesses (a hall and a store facing Pitt Street), probably 
combined with residential living spaces. In addition to the Windsor Star buildings, the 
Universal Car Agency building (built 1912 at the corner of Ferry & Chatham) became 
the Baum & Brody Furniture store in 1924.  The rest of the block to the west of the 

                                            
15

 Brian Cross. Chronicles: “Bigger, better and busier”. The Windsor Star. December 2012 H2.  
16

 The Windsor Star. Albert H. McPhail Architect, 73, Dies. December 13, 1916, p.3 and p.6 
17

 Robert G. Hill. “McPhail, Albert Harold”. Biographical Dictionary of Architects in Canada 1800-1950. Accessed on 
Dec 1, 2016, http://dictionaryofarchitectsincanada.org/node/1481 
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subject property consisted of mostly residential dwellings that have been converted to 
commercial uses; none of these remain today.  
 
Along with the Universal Car Agency building, the Windsor Star properties remain as a 
physical remnant of the historic streetscape in the early decades of the 20th century, at 
the period of time when the downtown core and other Border Cities areas were 
booming.  
 
Landmark 
The Windsor Star buildings are recognized landmark buildings in the downtown core. 
They have been situated at the prominent historic streets on Ferry and Pitt Streets for 
ninety years or more. 
 
Official Plan Policy: 
 
The Windsor Official Plan includes (9.0) “A community’s identity and civic pride is rooted 
in physical and cultural links to its past.  In order to celebrate Windsor’s rich history, 
Council is committed to recognizing, conserving and enhancing heritage resources.” 
 
Objectives include (9.2.4) “To increase awareness and appreciation of Windsor’s 
heritage resources and encourage participation by individuals, organizations and other 
levels of government in heritage conservation.” 
 
Also, (9.3.2.1) “Council will identify Windsor’s heritage resources by: ... (c) Researching 
and documenting the history and architectural and contextual merit of potential heritage 
resources on an individual property basis”. 
 
(9.3.6.1) “Council will manage heritage resources by: … (e) providing support and 
encouragement to organizations and individuals who undertake the conservation of 
heritage resources by private means” 
 
(9.3.7.1) “Council will integrate heritage conservation into the development and 
infrastructure approval process by: … (f) utilizing the demolition control provisions of the 
Planning Act and the Heritage Act to assist in the protection of heritage buildings and 
structures” 
 

RISK ANALYSIS: 
 
If designated, modifications or additions that affect any identified heritage feature will 
require approval by Council, after consultation of the municipal heritage committee.  If 
not designated, inappropriate changes could be made to the building and demolition 
may be more readily allowed. 
 

FINANCIAL MATTERS: 
 
The City will pay the costs of legal notices and registering the by-law amendment with 
the Land Registry Office.  The Committee's heritage operating budget will cover the cost 
of the designation plaque.  Once designated, the owner could apply for grants from the 
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City’s Community Heritage Fund to repair features identified in the designation, and 
they could request property tax reductions for the costs of eligible improvements under 
the City’s heritage tax rebate program. 
 

CONSULTATIONS: 
 
As part of a pilot collaboration with the University of Windsor, Public History students 
conducted research on properties that were requested for individual heritage 
designations. A special acknowledgement to Professor Adam Pole and students 
Graham Reid, Tyler Topolie, Darryn Walls and Ariel-David Lactaoen for their 
contribution to the research of this report. The University of Windsor class, the heritage 
planner and policy planner visited the site and discussed identified heritage features. 
Consultations have also been made with other city staff Planner II-Urban Design, Adam 
Coates and Windsor Public Library staff Michael Fish and Tom Vajdik.  
 

CONCLUSION: 
 
Administration recommends initiating the designation process for the Windsor Star 
Building under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act to recognize and conserve its 
historical, architectural, and contextual features for years to come. The University of 
Windsor and their agents are to be commended for their exceptional work and attention 
to detail in the respectful transformation of this property.    
 

PLANNING ACT MATTERS:  N/A 
 

APPROVALS: 
 

Name Title 

Michael Cooke Manager, Planning Policy 

Thom Hunt City Planner / Executive Director 

Shelby Askin Hager City Solicitor 

Onorio Colucci CAO 

 

NOTIFICATIONS: 
 

Name Address Email 

Richard Taylor   Richard.Taylor@uwindsor.ca 

Susan Mark  Susan.Mark@uwindsor.ca 

 
APPENDICES: 
 
1 Appendix A- Proposed Heritage Designation Bylaw 
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Appendix ‘A’:  Proposed Heritage Designation By-Law 

 

Statement of Significance 

Windsor Star Building 

167-181 Ferry Street 

 

 

Description of Historic Place 

 

The Windsor Star, Buildings located at 167-181 Ferry Street on the west side of the street 

between Pitt & Chatham Streets, consists of the remainder of two heritage buildings. The north 

building is designed in Beaux-Arts style, and south structure with elements of a simple 

Edwardian style. The Windsor Star newspaper and its predecessors have published continuously 

since 1860, and occupied this property from 1923 to 2011.  

 

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

 

Design or Physical Value: 

 

The north limestone building, constructed on a corner in 1927 in the Beaux-Arts style, has a 

grand and monumental design evidenced through its massing, heavy use of masonry and rich 

classical architectural detailing. This building is symmetrical on the east elevation and in 

appeared to have almost the same massing on the north and east sides. The front (east) entrance 

is surrounded by ornate carved limestone and carved pediment. Massive two-storey carved stone 

arches are above rectangular columns topped by ornate carved capitals with floral design. These 

are repeated, as is the variety of ornate floral bas relief stone pieces above the columns, in the 

form of medallions on the second floor and as rectangular panels on the third floor. The recessed 

arched windows have copper covered mullions, copper panels and steel sashes.  The top of the 

building is lined by an ornate entablature and carved stone balustrade, whereas the base of the 

building is anchored by continuous polished granite. 

 

The brick south structure is the remaining façade of a converted mid-block apartment building 

with a flat roof constructed in the Early Twentieth Century Commercial architectural style. The 

three storey building has a plain, flat appearance, and commonly feature patterned masonry 

walls, shaped parapet rooflines, projected cornice, and group of large openings. It has a high 

basement, with five bays on the front elevation.  . A variety of brickwork is used in the building, 

as well as stone banding above the third floor windows and below the first floor windows, and 

stone window sills and accent stone insets on window corners. Several pilasters line the building 

and have stone tops and bottoms. The front entryway reaches the second floor of the building. 

The entryway is framed by a stone corniced flat roof entablature, above which was a balcony and 

brick voussoir arch with keystone reaching half of the second floor window height. Decorative 

tile complete the remaining second bay above the arch.  

 

The two north building facades are excellent examples of the Beaux-Arts style and exude a high 

level of craftsmanship. The south building facade is a typical example of an Early Twentieth 

Century Commercial style building.   

 

Historical or Associative Value: 

 

The Windsor Star has the longest history of local circulation. Its origins can be traced to 1860, 

from The Maple Leaf in Sandwich, which then moved to Windsor as The Record and became the 
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top weekly publication in Essex County. The newspaper business changed ownership several 

more times before Archibald McNee bought the business in 1889, and partnered with John A. 

McKay to establish the daily publication, The Evening Record in 1890 with its operations located 

at the northwest corner of Sandwich Street (now Riverside Drive) and Old Ferry Street. In 1918, 

McKay sold the business to W.F. Herman who renamed the paper to The Border Cities Star in 

1918 to expand circulation to surrounding municipalities such as Walkerville, Ford City, 

Sandwich and Ojibway. Circulation grew and the business required a new location for expanded 

operations.  The company bought the Frederick Dresch apartment building or also later known as 

the Annex/South building and moved in 1923. Further expansion of the business led to the 

construction of the north building in 1927.  After the border cities amalgamated into the City of 

Windsor in 1935, the newspaper was renamed The Windsor Daily Star in 1935, then to the 

current name The Windsor Star in 1959. Through the years, as the business continued to expand, 

there were several building additions and renovations as well as a new printing facility off E.C. 

Row. By 2011, the newspaper moved its headquarters to the former Palace Theatres at 300 

Ouellette Avenue and sold their long-time Ferry Street property to the University of Windsor, 

which renovated it into the facility for the School of Social Work.  

 

The newspaper has played an important role in the development of Windsor. It was the relied 

method for people to stay informed with global and local news, and was also a communication 

tool for local businesses and organizations in all the border cities. The Windsor Star has 

tremendous influence in Windsor through all the major events and happenings ranging in 

everything from the Prohibition Era, to amalgamation, to political elections, departure of police 

chiefs, and local economics. Windsor Star coverage to the community was especially crucial 

during the war time. It would publish several editions per day and eventually five or more 

editions to meet the demands for news. Readers were also interested in the public opinion news 

debate provided in the columns by the publisher, staff writers, elected officials and which has 

evolved from letters by citizens to commentary by readers online. 

 

W.F. Herman, owner and publisher from 1918-1938, led the organization when it relocated to the 

South building and constructed the North building.  He was influential in community affairs, 

including his support for municipal amalgamation in 1935.  He was honoured posthumously for 

his interest in education when a high school was named for him in 1958.  

 

The north building was designed by architect Albert Harold McPhail (1888-1961), who was a 

prominent local architect. In Windsor, he collaborated with Irving Walker between 1915 and 

1919, then started his own practice in 1919. His early works focused in Collegiate Gothic 

styles with symmetrical and brick and stone detailing. His later works in the 1920s adopted 

more progressive modernist architectural styles. A number of McPhail’s works are 

recognized on the Windsor Municipal Heritage Register, including designated works the 

Canada Building and Edith Cavell School; and listed works Prince Edward School, 

Riverside Brewery, Victoria School and J.E. Benson School.  

 

Contextual Value: 

 

Along with other Border Cities, Windsor experienced unprecedented growth in the early decades 

of the twentieth. Downtown Windsor was a thriving mixture of office, commercial retail, 

services, hotels, places of entertainment, and community uses. The majority of the non-

residential buildings were constructed of brick built to the property line. The Windsor Star 

properties remain as a physical remnant of the historic streetscape in the early decades of the 

20th century. The Windsor Star buildings are also recognized landmark buildings in the 
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downtown core. They have been situated at the prominent historic streets on Ferry and Pitt 

Streets for over a century or nearly a century.   

 

Character Defining Elements: 

 

Exterior features that contribute to the design or physical value of the Windsor Star 

Building: 

 

North Building  

 Built in 1927 

 Three storey building primarily constructed of limestone in Beaux Arts architectural style 

North and East Elevations 

o Symmetrical elevation on the east elevation 

o Stone carved parapet balustrade 

o Entablature with ornate copper covered cornices and continuous dentils 

o Floral motif carved stone bas relief spaced above each column, in rectangular 

panels on the third floor and medallions on the second floor 

o Recessed one-over-one sash windows on the third floor 

o Cornice moulding on wall below third floor windows 

o Two storey carved stone arches with rectangular columns topped by ornate carved 

capitals with floral design 

o Recessed two storey arched windows with copper covered mullions, copper panel 

and steel sash continuous polished granite base 

o Front entrance east side with ornate limestone surround and a carved pediment 

 

South Structure 

 Built c.1914 

 Three storeys  plus raised basement red brick building in the Early Twentieth Century 

Commercial  style 

East Elevation 

o Five-bay facade 

o Simple parapet roofline 

o Cornice with corbel 

o Stone banding above third floor and below the first floor 

o Multiple pilasters with stone tops and bottom 

o Variety of brickwork 

o Stone sills and stone brackets beneath each window, accented by corner square 

stone insets 

o Brick voussoir arch with keystone reaching half of the second floor window 

height 

o Tiles above voussoir 

o Balcony above entrance entablature 

o Stone cornice entablature with dentils on first floor entrance 

 

Features that contribute to the historical or associative value of the Windsor Star Building: 

 

 Long-time home to the Windsor Star newspaper, which has the largest and longest 

history of local circulation 

 Reflects the important influence of the local newspaper publication in the development of 

Windsor, including W.F. Herman, owner and publisher from 1918 to 1938 
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 North building is a representative Beaux-Arts style design by prominent local architect 

A.H. McPhail 

 

Features that contribute to the contextual value of the Windsor Star Building: 

 

 Located at the corners of prominent historic streets at Pitt Street along Ferry Street in the 

downtown core 

 Physical remnant of the streetscape in the early decades of the 20th century 

 Recognized landmark building in the downtown  

 


